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Lack of Firm Determination 

Pooja Kushwaha 

 

Lack of will power and resolution is called cowardice, 

Coward persons always fear in every time , 

They think always about doubts and failures, 

They fear too much to see little difficulties  

And do madly activities for facing difficulties. 

Such people do suicide, 

They destroy their sleeping to sink in tension, sadness, fears and doubts, 

Coward persons are always disturbed by situations, 

Always small and big problems come in their  

Life for giving fears and tensions.  

On the contrary, who has courage  

They are seen to face even death with a smile, 

In the battle, where the sound of gun is heard from the both side, 

At that atmosphere of death, soldiers laugh 

And fight  with a beautiful smile. 

In the biggest problems or struggles, 

They keep patience, courage and intelligence  

And they try to face all difficult situations with double enthusiasm, 

They never fear from any one. 

Who has believe upon God and himself  
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Then, why he fear from anyone? 

All worldly works can be completed by firm determination, 

So, firm determination is very significant in our life. 

 

Introduction to the poet: Pooja Kushwaha is an aspiring poet who is just at the 

threshold of her writing career. She is currently pursuing Ph.D. on Poetry.  She is a research 

scholar from the Department of English and Modern European Languages at Lucknow 

University. She is a firm believer to make identity herself. She often composes poems about 

problems, identity, nature, God, love and also motivational poems for the society. Present poems 

are examples of the same spirit.  
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